Memory Cafe of the Red River Valley
Changing The Way We Think About Memory Loss
May 15th, 2020

Hello Memory Cafe!

July Meeting Schedule
* Subject to change

July 7th, 1:30-3pm - NOTE TIME CHANGE
Virtual Travelogue - "Around the World in 60
Minutes", Gretchen Winters, Bursch Travel

July 18th, 10-11:30 am - "Creating Moments
of Joy" book review, Beth Ustanko
July 21st, 1-2:30 pm - Grieving Well with
Chronic Medical Conditions - Katie Ambuehl ,
LBSW and Chelle Lyons Hanson, M.Div
Essentia Health
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July is the month when our nation celebrates it's
freedom. It's an eagerly anticipated American holiday
with many traditional July 4th celebrations that often
include extended weekend parties, parades, boating,
cookouts, camping, S-mores and, of course
fireworks! In the upper midwest, the 4th of July also
represents long awaited SUMMER, and the freedom
from snow, icy sidewalks, and cold winter
temperatures. This year at Memory Cafe, we're not
only celebrating on a national and seasonal level, but
also on a very personal and profoundly simple level.
Because of the coronavirus, many of you have been
confined to your homes or apartments for three or
four months with minimal contact with others,
including your own family members. Those of you
whose loved ones are living in skilled nursing
environments are still limited from touching your
loved ones or seeing them as often as you would like,
even as their health is declining or as they are
passing away - unimaginable restrictions until the
coronavirus crisis began. It's been an extremely
isolating, lonely, and stressful time for everyone. But
finally some of these restrictions are easing a bit. So,
the precious freedom of taking a step outdoors,
breathing fresh air, feeling the wind in our face and
the sun on our heads are now once again available
for many of us, at least on some level. At long last,
many of you and your family members are able to see
each other face to face (mask to mask!) again! So at
Memory Cafe this month, we're not only celebrating
our nation's freedom, we are also celebrating the
incredible fortitude, strength, perseverance of each
of you, and the newly restored basic personal
freedoms that are so easy to take for granted!
Let's enjoy ALL of our freedoms this month, shall we?
Fondly and with deep respect ~ Deb

Happy
4th of July!!

Member Spootlight - Jean Anderson and Mark Bratlie
"Not a Chance" by Jean Anderson

"Maybe you and Mark will become a couple,” my friends Jon and Phyllis hopefully exclaimed. They’d just learned that Mark
would be travelling from his home on west coast and we’d be heading up to his family’s island in Rainy Lake, Canada. “Not
a chance!” I said. Mark and I had been friends since we met in an encounter group at Concordia College in the late sixties.
Through marriages to other people and lives in other parts of the country we’d stayed friends, but that was it. I knew that
was the way it was going to stay.

It wasn't the first time I'd been up to Rainy Lake with Mark. Yet this time, up on that Canadian island, lying on our
backs on the glacial rocks we were mesmerized by the calling loons, falling stars and the northern lights. My
heart turned. Fast forward 11 years and here we are today, married. And reasonably happy.
As time passed, I began to call Mark my ‘Renaissance Man’. It turns out he had many talents, some rather
gidden, but he worked hard to develop them. As a story-teller and ventriloquist, banjo and harmonica player,
opinion piece writer, poet and stained glass artist, Mary has brought delight and pleasrue to me.
The wit! I love his humor. When he reflects on the two book-ends of his professional life, kindergarten teacher
on the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation and GED teacher at a prison in Washington State - he notes, “I always
hoped I’d never hear one of the inmates say, “Mr. Bratlie! I remember you. You were my kindergarten teacher!”
It was 4 years ago that he called out to me, “What is happening to my brain?” And so began our journey into a
whole new world. I aim to believe that I am equipped and guided to walk this unexpected marriage path with
Mark. It's sometimes a bumpy road, but as in any good relationship, we try to play to our strengths and luckily
we both have a few.
During the beginning days of the pandemic Mark declared, “I do better when there’s a plan. I found this to be
astute. And while I might cherish a day of no plans and quiet solitude, we try to set an agenda for every day. My
"no plans day" will come again someday.
One of my favorite hymns is "Great is thy Faithfulness". Because I’m an early riser and an optimist, this line brings
joy to my heart . . . “morning by morning new mercies I see . . .” I recently discovered a poem of Mark’s. It’s my
new favorite. Read Morning’s Light and see if it brings morning mercies to you, too.
Morning's Light
by
Mark Bratlie

The break of day…what a misnomer
It does not break…it creeps all over
Over the trees and the dewy leaves

Over the branches as early light dances
Over the clouds and through the sky
Morning’s beauty brings tears to my eyes
Over the birds and over the bees
Exposing colors for eyes to see
From muted shades to glorious hues
Morning’s light serves as a mystic muse
My eyes feast on an expanding bouquet
As I witness the birth of a glorious day
This show that humans could never create
Leads me to a delightful and humble state
I know how blessed and grateful I am
Since this show I will enjoy again and again

What is Bringing a Smile to Your Face
During the Coronavirus?
(Continued from previous issues)

Karen Beutler - conversation with family
and friends.
Gerry Beutler- A good joke or story
Kate Bodelson- Sweet texts from friends
and silly animal videos
Carol Andvik- My granddaughter
Randi Weisser-4 year old grandson
greeting her with “Tutu your honey
bunny is here. “
Dick Estes- Exploring new vistas.
Ivan Opp - "I would smile a great big smile
if we could find a vaccine for the
Coronavirus!"

For Our Health
Breathing Techniques to Reduce Stress
www.healthprep.com
1. Abdominal Breathing - The basis for all effective
breathing. Sit down in a comfortable position, putting one
hand on the chest and the other on the belly, and take a deep
breath in through the nose. Make sure the diaphragm inflates
fully to create a slight stretch in the lungs. The breath should
push the hand on the stomach out, while the other hand on
the chest does not move.Try getting six to ten slow, deep
breaths per minute for approximately ten minutes every day.
There may be immediate benefits such as reduction in heart
rate and blood pressure, and after six to eight weeks of regular
practice, the advantages may become even more apparent.
2. Alternate Nostril Breathing - To begin alternate
nostril breathing, sit comfortably. Rest the left palm gently
on the left knee, and raise the right hand to the nose. Using
the right thumb, gently close the right nostril and begin
inhaling slowly through the left nostril. When the breath
reaches its peak, close the left nostril with the ring finger.
Pause for a few seconds, then exhale slowly through the
right nostril. Continue alternating which nostril is used
to breathe, repeating the pattern eight to ten times. Then
resume normal breathing.

Let us know if you'd like to opt out of
our newsletter or if you know anyone
who would like to receive it!

Just For
Laughs!
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Building Skills and Community
Eating for Your Brain - Mediterranean Diet versus the MIND Diet
Nikki Johnson, NDSU .........

The most important thing to know about the Mediterranean Diet and the MIND Diet is that
both have been shown to delay cognitive aging. So regardless of which one you choose to
follow, your brain and body will benefit.
Let’s start off by learning a bit about the Mediterranean Diet. The Mediterranean diet
promotes eating whole, minimally processed foods. The diet foundation is plant-based, which
means it is high in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, legumes, and nuts. Plant-based foods are
rich in vitamins and minerals that our body and brain need to stay healthy. These foods are
also typically lower in calories (with the exception of seeds/nuts) and high in fiber. The
Mediterranean diet also encourages people to limit consumption of red meat and instead opt
for fish, poultry, beans, and eggs instead. By eating less red meat, you also reduce your intake
of saturated fat and cholesterol.
Now let’s look at the MIND Diet. The MIND Diet is really a combination of the Mediterranean
Diet and the D.A.S.H. diet (dietary approaches to stop hypertension). This combo promotes
loading up on vegetables, berries, cooking with olive oil, embracing meat free meals, and
discouraging salt. Not surprisingly the MIND Diet encompasses much of the same principles
of the Mediterranean diet, but with a few more guidelines. For example, MIND really focuses
on folks eating at least 6 servings a week of leafy greens such as kale, collards, and spinach.
These greens are rich with folate, vitamin E, and other phytonutrients that are thought to slow
brain aging. Berries are another push in the MIND diet. While the Mediterranean diet
encourages fruit consumption, MIND specifically identifies berries as the fruit of choice.
Another rule of MIND is to greatly limit dairy foods and potatoes, and to only have one meal of
fish a week.
To make things just a bit easier, take a look at the bullet lists with highlights from each eating
pattern.
Mediterranean Diet - Aim for 7- 10 servings a day of fruit/vegetables
Choose whole grains
Opt for olive oil over butter or margarine
Eat fish twice a week
Eat beans, poultry, and fish over red meat
Enjoy small amounts of dairy
Spices and herbs are ideal for flavoring things up.
MIND Diet - Eat at least six servings of greens a week, plus one serving of other vegetables a
day
Aim for two or more berry servings a week
Snack on nuts instead of chips or pastries (go for unsalted)
Olive oil over butter and margarine
Embrace meat-free meals and instead try beans or lentils
Fish should be eaten once a week.
Overall, don’t worry to much about the diet you choose, rather focus on the foods you are
eating. Time and time again studies show us that whole foods like vegetables, whole grains,
and nuts are beneficial to brain health.
If you have specific questions about either diet, reach out to nikki.a.johnson@ndsu.edu.

Building Skills and Community
Update from Dick and Judy

Thank You Bridgette for
sharing your music, energy
and joy with Memory Cafe,
once again! Adapt Music is so
great and you are a
Bridgette Bitzegaio wonderful friend of Memory
Cafe!
It should comeAdapt
as no surprise
Music that as a
musician, Bridgette recommends breathing
exercises to reduce stress and promote a
calming environment, especially when
accompanied by the flow of music! She
recommends the website, "Go Noodle" which
offers free music, yoga, mindfulness, and
movement videos. She also recommends
searching for "Rainbow Breathing", "Weather
the Storm" and "Bring it Down" on this
website: www.gonoodle.com

Thanks Bridgette!
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"Judy recently moved into Bee Hive Memory Care
home in north Moorhead. For many people, this
transition is difficult and is an emotional upheaval, but
Judy seems excited to be there. She says the food is
great but states they feed her too much of it! I'm
feeling relieved, especially knowing Judy is doing
much better than I thought she would. She is getting
so much good socialization which is so important for
her. And, she loves the view from her window
overlooking the Moorhead Country Club!" Dick Estes
Fun Fact! Carolyn and Lenny Volk
enjoy virtual Happy Hours with their
children and always sing Memory
Cafe's "Welcome Song" to begin the
party!!
Phyllis Olson is appreciative of all the prayers and support
they've received over the past several months. Gary tested
positive for Covid in May and was moved to Bethany on
University. Thankfully, his symptoms were very minimal and
he recovered quickly from Covid. But, like so many other
individuals living with dementia in congregate living
environments, Gary was isolated to his room for months and
only recently has been able to spend brief periods of time
with his family on opposite sides of a fence outside. "The lack
of conversation, exercise, and social connections has really
brought him down.", Phyllis says. Please continue to pray for
the Olson family.

Larry and Arlene Barber want to let everyone
know that Larry was recently admitted to inhome hospice services. Deb recently
enjoyed an outdoor visit with them and Larry
was up and around, smiling , and so very
pleasant...some things never change:)

Thank you Memory Cafe friends for all the wonderful thoughts and prayers
for healing after my recent surgery. I am doing well and healing slowly but
surely. At times I have felt impatient to be back on my feet again, but I am
learning to slow down and rest. I am looking forward to connecting with
you all this month on Zoom, and remain thankful for the blessings of
friendship. With appreciation, Beth Ustanko

Building Skills and Community

"What Am I Accomplishing?"
Mary Schmidt
"Being the kind of person who wakes at 3:00 AM and thinks of the list of
25 things that "have to be done", I look back at yesterday and think "Boy
- I didn't get anything done"! Then I take a second look and remember I
went to morning mass; I spent 45 minutes sharing an ice cold Mike's
Bob and Mary Schmidt

hard lemonade with Bob in the shade of the backyard with temps pushing 100; for 30 minutes
I listened to our dear 87 year old neighbor talk about his family and caring for his wife who has
dementia and praying that I can be as good a care giver as he has been; we listened to old
college albums by artists that Bob could identify on the first or second note and now depends
on me to tell him to whom we are listening. Fortunately the enjoyment of the music doesn't
depend on the ability to identify the artist. When my dear grandson Jack checked me out at
the grocery store, the chore of shopping became a delight. Our evening continued with one of
our favorite dishes of kale and spinach from our garden followed by our daily rosary and the
Divine Mercy Chaplet. The list of 25 remains undone. For all I know it may still be undone next
week but I hope I get as much "done" every day as I did yesterday."

Redefining Memory Loss Conference Update
We are delighted with how well our annual caregiver conference turned out this year! Of
course, no one anticipated it would all be done virtually but thanks to the flexibility of our keynote
speaker, Cameo Rogers, the technical skill of our board member, Sam Olson, and our fabulous panel
discussion members, it is now a powerful resource for people across the globe to enjoy and learn from
on our website, www.MemoryCafeRRV.org. Thank you everyone who helped make it such a success!

Quotes of the Day from our RML
Conference Panelists

"I try to put myself in Mae's
shoes and adapt
to the ever changing
reality each day.
It is something I must work
on all the time in order to
be present in the moment
with her. It's very important
to find people who will
supporty you, people you
can be blunt with and talk
with very honestly. Mae
made this much easier
because she was so open
about her memory loss from
the very beginning. "
Dean Wieland , Care Partner

"I recognize the only
way I can be a good care
partner for Mark is to
take good care of
myself. Look for
something that causes
your loved one to
straighten up, light up,
and smile. Then try to
use that gift in
conjunction with
another person so it's
more relational and
purposeful." Jean
Anderson, Care Partner

"I used to be
embarrassed about my
memory problems but
now I don't care. There
are lots of people like us
so let's just talk about it!
It's just a normal thing
that happens to some
people. I just try to do
the best I can, stay busy
and keep my brain
active. The memory loss
is not going to bother
me."
Joann Relling

" Be honest about your
problems. I don't have to
worry about what
people mght find out
about me because I've
already told them! I tell
people about my
memory problems and
try to help them. I
resisted coming to
Memory Cafe but now
it's one of the best
things in my life! I'll do
anything to help
Memory Cafe! Larry
Nelson

Words of Wisdom from Cameo and Teepa
TIPS FROM CAMEO ROGERS
Focusing on Remaining Strengths
Although many dementia resources and trainings are
focused on what is lost in dementia there are many
things that are related to the essence of a person that
remain long into the progression of dementia. The
key is identifying the personal strengths to promote
engagement and prevent feelings of hopelessness,
helplessness, loneliness, and fear.
Displays a sense of humor
Enjoys friends and family - socialization
Creative and loves to be busy with hands
Wants to fix things and finds joy in tinkering
Finds strength in faith and faith practices
Finds joy and peacefulness in nature and being
outside
Finds purpose in helping others and being of
service to others
Listening to and/or participating in music, rhythm
activities
Knows every word to favorite songs, proverb,s
prayers, etc.
After identifying strengths you need to plan how you can
use them each day. Instead of focusing on what is lost
and why a person can’t do something, think through
what they can do and how can you help the person be
successful. Examples:
The person has difficulty following a recipe but can still
pour, mix, and knead if supported and assisted while
baking.
The person has difficulty reading long passages of the
Bible but can enjoy listening to favorite hymns on an
iPod.
The person has difficulty initiating conversation but
when offered interesting, colorful photos (e.g. life on the
farm) and engaged to sort through them , nwill share
memories that come to them when prompted. Use with
yes or no questions or simple comments, “That looks like
a loud rooster Bill.”

TIPS FROM TEEPA SNOW
Covid 19 and Dementia
The isolation caused by Covid 19 has resulted in
significant declines for many individuals living with
dementia and their care partners. The areas most
impacted include:
Increased rate of decreasing cognitive strength
Often dramatic loss of language skills due to
fewer conversations, less engagement,
depression
Increased balance issues resulting in falls,
hospitalizations
Poor eating habits - seeking comfort foods
Sedentary lifestyle with little exercise, movement
Poor sleep hygiene
Little, or no time outdoors
Depression, anxiety, delirium
Increased use of alcohol
Individuals living with dementia often don't
understand the "why" of the isolation. They feel
abandoned by everyone - family, friends, neighbors,
church community, surrounding support structure.
Care partners are also experiencing significant
increases in stress, anxiety, depression, sadness,
loneliness, fear, anger, feeling overwhelmed.
When care partners spend 24/7 with their loved one
they lose the ability to see the person for who they
are; all they see is their dementia.
Care partners fail to look in the mirror to see how
exhausted they really are.
"Care partners, you have stress, avoid distress." Get
help early on.
40% of the time we lose our care partners before the
person living with dementia due to their
unwillingness/inability to seek respite services for
their loved ones on a timely, proactive basis.
How to help?
24/7 is too long to spend with a person with
dementia. Build a support team of people around
you as early in the disease process as possible.
Consider your loved one will benefit from seeing
people other than yourself, too.
Look for ways to engage the person with
dementia that allows him/her to feel needed,
helpful, significant. Feed success into their lives.
"Bill, would you please help me move this chair,
sort these screws, wash these windows, wipe the
countertops, etc...
Care partners, remember how you are feeling is
just as important as how you are doing. You are
just as important as your loved one.

PO BOX 883
FARGO, ND
58107
701-404-6712
www.MemoryCafeRRV.org
hello@memorycafe.org

Remember to follow us on Facebook and Instagram. And be sure we have a current email address for you
or your loved one. Thank you!

